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M

onday marks International Women's Day and we are delighted to be
part of the Association of State
Girls' Schools and part of the international sorority of girls' schools through sharing in the
work of the NCGS. If any parents would appreciate a recommended read to mark this event,
the following books are beneficial: Raising Confident and Courageous Daughters by Dr Joann
Deak, A Good Time to Be a Girl by Helena Morrisey and for students to read: The Confidence
Code for Girls by Katty Kay and Claire Shipman. Thank you to Miss Mensah who has organised a wonderful event for Year 9 entitled
The World is Your Oyster! - with inspirational
speakers to fire the ambitions and aspirations in
Year 9. The great joy of this event is that many
of our speakers are 'old girls.'
Today sees the beginning of our mass testing of
our senior students and I am so very proud of
the team of adults who have stepped out of
their traditional role or profession, responded
to the call, and stepped up to help their school
community to stay safe and undertake a rather
intensive period of mass testing. This is an historic day for any school and yet one that we
hope we will never have to repeat.
I am also very proud of all of our young people
who are coping with the most unusual of times.
We are so looking forward to seeing you all
next week.

Congratulations to all of the Year 6 girls who
received offers to become 'Chislehurst girls' this
week- we are looking forward to getting to
know you all and welcoming you into our
school community. Once restrictions are lifted

and it is safe, we will prioritise your transition
events and welcome you in to see your new
school.
Congratulations to our Jack Petchey winners,
who were celebrated in a virtual event that myself and Mrs Burke 'attended' on Wednesday
night. They are all "Outstanding Achievers" and
should feel justly proud of all that they have
done. Congratulations to Georgia, Chloe, Danielle, Macy, Ruby and Millie for your individual
and very different accomplishments and triumphs.
Your medallions are waiting on my desk for
presentation when you return.

This week, we are also grateful to Mr Viljoen
for organising inspirational talks for Careers
Week and to Mrs Walker for organising
CHSFG Masked Reader 2021! To celebrate
World Book Day, teachers have hidden themselves behind masks to read parts of novels. I
wonder if you could guess their identity?

With my very best wishes to you all, on this
historic eve of the full reopening of School.

Mrs French
Headteacher

As we get ready to welcome back students to school, I finally cannot wait to return and meet all my
some girls in 7C decided to share their thoughts on teachers face to face; I’m extremely looking forreturning to the classroom:
ward to it.

Back to School we go!
It feels like years have gone by since the start of
the year – and finally, we are returning to
school after 2 months of the second lockdown. I
have never felt so happy to know I will be back
in the classroom, queueing up for lunch and
having our Thursday meditation and catching
up on the news, not to mention the Friday
quizzes. More than anything, I am excited to
see my friends instead of over Zoom and talk
to our teachers again, and although Teams
meetings were fun, it just was not quite the
same. I am sure everyone is looking forward to
starting school as we begin to take steps towards some normality. I wish everyone the
best of luck for the rest of the school year and
stay safe.
Emily B - 7C

Off on the school run!
We’ve stayed in our beloved homes waking up
every morning, turning on our devices, looking
up at the screen, taking notes in our filled
books every minute and every day. The fact
that we’ve stayed in our homes for over 3
months, learning…. online learning. It was never the same from the beginning. We’ve crossed
the finishing line together now, let us continue.
In a few days, there it is, the school run!
Every minute in our rooms, everyday on the
screens has been challenging, but it’s over now.
Over we hope, for quite some time. We have all
shown resilience, courage and most of all positivity.

We’ve reached the finishing line, now let nothing get between us!
We are all here in one community.
By Imaan 7C

Returning to school after a
3-month lockdown
How do I feel about returning to school, that is
a good question? I feel that this is a good thing
for everyone because in lessons there can and
have been problems with the internet causing
children to not be able to concentrate as well or
not being able to do the work properly because
they are dropping off the call or the teachers
are glitching. This sometimes makes it difficult
for students to learn about the subject and
more difficult if this is something new, we have
been learning. I am sure many people have
missed their friends. For our own wellbeing I
think it is good to be back at school, being able
to socialise and see our friends. Another reason
this is good is that people can hopefully start
doing clubs that they enjoy or go to a homework club where they can get help from some
teachers. It may be hard for some parents to be
able to help with their children because many
of them are working whilst also trying to help.
They can often be distracted while working. It
is also good because the key worker children
and those children who have been at home will
be able to all be back together in a classroom
meaning that we can all speak and get our
questions answered or get help if we need it
because not all the teachers are always able to
check the chat so if a student at school has a
question then it may not be answered.

When we all return, we will experience the sensation of finishing off our year through these
triumphant months, having a stretched smile
over our face…one that is prolongated far too
much. Meeting our friends face to face, sharing
giggles and most of all learning together with
I agree that wearing masks in the classroom
all of us beside each other.
and in the corridors is a very good idea as it
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reduces the risk of someone getting coronavirus
causing us to then perhaps must go back to
learning at home or that person to miss out on
school work. I am very excited about going
back to school because I get to take part in
sports activities, and I get to see my friends and
teachers. I will also be able to understand the
subject more and concentrate without being distracted. That is why I think it is very good that
we are returning to school.

Artwork Corner!

Raising Money!
A big shout out for Ms Buteux! She has raised
over £300 taking part in the 100 mile challenge
Paulina in Year 8 produced this extremely
for the charity Refuge, supporting victims of
creative research page on artist Loui Jover
domestic violence. From never having run before in October, she has now completed her 100
miles in the month of February.
Ms Buteux comments "I have such a sense of
achievement from completing this - I never thought I

would be able to do it! I now have a lot more selfbelief and know I can actually do something if I put
my mind to it".

A snapshot of Abbey in Year 13’s Joseph Cornell inspired box-art using match boxes.

Not only has she raised money and awareness
for this important charity, she has also inspired
lots of other staff and students to put on their
trainers and get active through lockdown - me
included!.
Congratulations and carry on running!
Mrs Hodgson

Along with some bright and cheery Lynee
Shelley inspired collages from Year 7!
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Virtual Author Visit For Year 10
Year 10 were
lucky to be visited
virtually by the
author Vaneeta
Kaur to celebrate
World Book Day
this week. She
spoke openly
about her writing
process, how she
uses writing as an
emotional tool for
her well-being and as a process of releasing
her feelings onto a page. Vaneeta focussed on
answering questions from students, making
this a really personalised experience and I
know that a lot of the students found it to be
incredibly inspirational. Vaneeta emphasised
the perseverance needed in the writing process, the inspiration that can be taken from nature and having that ability to never give up.
DofE Update
As with so many things, it's a tricky time for
those of us doing the Duke of Edinburgh's
Award at the moment, with a fair dose of uncertainty. We're still hopeful that expeditions may be able to go ahead in
the summer term in some form, but
our students are showing their resilience by doing a brilliant job at keeping up with their independent Skill, Physical,
and Volunteering activities.

Thursday 18th March, 3:45-4:45pm, and we
can't wait to see our dedicated students there.
Music in Lockdown
Hello everyone, I hope that you are staying
safe and well during the lockdown. Although
this period has been hard for a lot of people in
terms of staying motivated and keeping up a
balanced and healthy lifestyle at home, we are
slowly returning to a sense of normality with
school starting next week!
Throughout this lockdown, having a hobby to
turn to when I need a break from schoolwork
has been a lifesaver – and it is a nice way to
unwind after a long, busy day. Music has always been a passion of mine, and I always find
myself turning to it when I need to relax. Playing the piano is a fun pastime for me, whether
it’s playing pieces that I have already learned
in the past or trying to tackle something new.
It is even easier to learn how to play an instrument thanks to YouTube tutorials, easier access to sheet music online and even apps such
as Yousician and Simply
Piano. There is always something new to learn,
and it feels really rewarding when you can finally play a song without any mistakes!

Listening to music is also one of my favourite
things to do when I feel overwhelmed or need
a break. I often listen to my favourite songs or
a new album, but sometimes listen to nature
sounds, such as the rain or chirping bird
sounds. Scientists say that music releases dopamine, which is a chemical that makes you
feel happy. Additionally, they have suggested
that listening to nature sounds can improve
Particular congratulations this week go to Ab- concentration, relaxation, and sleep! We all
need to establish new sleep routines as we are
igail and Jess in Year 10, who are the first in
their 49-strong Bronze group to complete a 3- heading back to school.—Savannah Year 13
month section, and to Emily in Year 13, who
Equality and Diversity
has now completed all 3 independent sections
On Thursday 18th March all
of her Silver award - well done!
staff at Chislehurst School
Expedition training for our Silver group will
for Girls will take part in an
resume on Monday 8th March, in our 3-4pm
important Professional Desession, and for the Year 10 Bronze group on
velopment training. The
training is on deepening our understanding
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and practice of Equality, Diversity and Inclusion. The company that are delivering
this training is All-in Education.
All-in Education has extensive experience
of working with education providers to
help them build a diverse workforce and
to create an inclusive workplace and
learning environment where everyone can
fulfil their potential.

WORLD BOOK DAY
World Book Day – Thurs 4th March
To celebrate World Book Day, the school
ran a variety of different quizzes and competitions.

Below is an outline of the aims of All-in
Education and the Diversity and Inclusion
professional Development.
1. To build a business case for Diversity
and Inclusion – D&I is an integral part of
any workforce. Most education providers
know that diversity is part and parcel of
our every day – among pupils, teachers,
and the community as a whole. All-in Education works with education providers to
build a case for creating an inclusive environment for all, and to explain what this
means to staff and pupils.
2. To lead inclusively – Inclusive policies,
processes and procedures will help an organisation to move in the right direction
to benefit from diversity. Through training
and coaching All-in Education will develop leaders’ inclusive styles, to help them
get the most out of themselves as leaders
and the individuals in their teams.
3. To diversify the curriculum – We build
knowledge around why teaching a diverse
curriculum benefits all students and move
the school to taking a new approach to
curriculum development and a new approach to inclusive teaching.
We look forward to enhancing our practice of Diversity and Inclusion in all areas
of school life. Mrs Singer – Assistant
Headteacher will write to all stakeholders
outlining the work we are doing across
the curriculum to embed and enhance our
culture of Diversity and Inclusion.

The Snow Leopard, The Queen, Spectacle
Wearing Snow Leopard, The Robot
There has been some great entries for the 6
Word Story Competition – winners to be
announced in next week’s newsletter.
Ms Punnett sent out a fantastic Library
Book Quiz with a range of different quiz
rounds, including Opening Lines and Library All-Sorts.
KS4 and KS5 students have been encouraged to enter the BBC Young Writer’s
Award - BBC Young Writers' Award Teaching Resources - BBC Teach

Finally, teachers got involved in ‘The
Masked Reader’ - donning masks and
reading excepts from their favourite novels with students guessing who was behind the mask. Here are a few examples:
Well done to all students who took part in
these competitions and quizzes!
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could believe. As war looms, just how much
are they willing to sacrifice?
Recommended for Year 8 and above, copies of
this book are available in our school Library
Library World Book Day Quiz

Alice as Rey from Star Wars & Aimee dressed as
Hetty Feather for World Book Day
Book of the Week
Things a Bright Girl Can
Do by Sally Nicholls tells
the story of three young
women, Evelyn, May
and Nell who hear the
call for justice and join
the suffragette movement to campaign for
equality and the right to
vote. Rich in historical
detail, this inspirational novel was shortlisted
for the Carnegie medal in 2019. 1914 and the
world stands on the edge of change. But
women still have no vote.
Through rallies and marches, in polite drawing rooms and freezing prison cells and the
poverty-stricken slums of the East End, three
courageous young women join the fight for
the vote. Evelyn is seventeen, and though she
is rich and clever, she may never be allowed
to follow her older brother to university. Enraged that she is expected to marry her childhood sweetheart rather than be educated, she
joins the Suffragettes, and vows to pay the ultimate price for women's freedom. May is fifteen, and already sworn to the cause, though
she and her fellow Suffragists refuse violence.
When she meets Nell, a girl who's grown up
in hardship, she sees a kindred spirit. Together and in love, the two girls start to dream of a
world where all kinds of women have their
place. But the fight for freedom will challenge
Evelyn, May and Nell more than they ever

Thank you to all those who participated in
and enjoyed our school library World Book
Day quiz. A very well done to Imaan in 7C
who correctly answered all the questions,
with Isabel in 7E a close second and then Nikita in 10S.
Congratulations to Tiana Lewington for winning
the Year 8's creative writing competition with her
entry "Jack's Wrong Turn".
International Women’s Day
As part on International Women's
Day on Monday 8th
March, Year 9 students will be taking
part in CHSFG's
Keynote speakers: Laura and Rachel
own The World is
Beattie - founders of Careaux
Your Oyster event
on Teams Live. Students have
the opportunity to hear live from some incredible women who are forging their paths
in their careers. Our keynote speakers are the
incredible Laura and Rachel Beattie who are
founders of the ethical clothing brand Careux.
We are really excited to hear about how these
two sisters took an idea they first had when
they were in school to the successful company
it is today. We are also incredibly lucky to
hear from two CHSFG Alumni. Chellsie
Brooks, an Event Manager at the London
Chamber of Commerce and Emma Meynell
who owns her own small business. There
were lots of women who wanted to take part
in this event for our students but were unable
to make it to our live session, so instead sat
down to be interviewed or sent in recordings.
So, our students will get to also hear from
women in careers ranging from teaching to
space exploration. Look out for next week's
newsletter for the feedback from this event
and check out the school's Twitter feed also.
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CHSFG Unveils New Sign
Now you can find us even easier! Mrs French
and Mrs Tipping unveil our new sign post
situated on the Old Elthamians Sports Club
grounds on Perry Street..
Thank you to Mr Binmore and Mr Ingram for
their hard work putting the sign up!

Weekly Tech Hack!
Make ‘unhackable’ passwords
on your phone by adding
accented letters. To access
these simply hold down a letter on your phone keyboard
and the symbols will appear.
Including these into passwords
makes your password highly
secure and unlikely to be
hacked.

Sports Success
New Hall Upgrades Continue

Congratulations to the following students who
have taken part int the LYG fitness challenge
thisweek.

Audio Visual upgrades are almost complete in
the school Main Hall. We have a new projector,
Gabriella 7E
repeater monitors and all new sound system
Imaan 7C
installed.
Clarinda 9E

Amelie 8R
Anahita 7U

Some Great Work!
To prepare for her return to school Ava
has created an animated revision PowerPoint. The PowerPoint covers our science lessons since Christmas and includes specialist vocabulary, key scientific concepts, and
examples to help
visualise and model
ideas.
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Student Success Stories
2021 Year 9 Bake-Off Winner:
Lea Laomi 9E ‘Happiness
Comes from Within’ Inspired by Mental Health
Awareness Week . Some of
the other entrants were:
Meryem 9U, Alice 9E,
Aasia 9S, Sarah 9H,
Sethumli 9H, Kimberly 9S
and Lilly 9S.
It was judged by our very own bake-off
finalist CeCe (alongside Miss Okcay)
who thought all the bakes were
fantastic.
I thoroughly agree and am so proud of
everyone who entered!

Congratulations to Aasia in Year 9 who attended an online
cyber security course as part of her Cadets training and
received a CyberFirst Adventurer Certificate. Well Done
Aasia!

Year 8 students designed a Book Token for
World Book Day.
See examples below:
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Thank you to students and staff who contributed to the Land Art Challenge.
You are an inspiration!

Chislehurst School for Girls
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